Discussion on the Future Hosting of LW-Produced Resources

A list is provided below of resources produced and/or purchased through some of the Living Wandle projects. Any feedback and ideas received on where these should be hosted in future will help legacy planning for the projects. (This list does not include digital outputs.)

List of Physical Resources

Heritage/Historical:
- Wandle treasure map
- Discovering the Source Exhibition
- The Book of the Wandle (donated)
- Mill Heritage trail maps/leaflets (to be created)
- Discovering the Source trail leaflets 1,2 and 3
- MPCH documentary DVDs
- Small Wandle Flowing Through Time books

Environmental:
- Wandle Rain Gardens SUDs booklet
- Piscators Chainsaw and equipment

Other
- Vistas map/leaflet (to be created)
- Vandalis DVD
- Recording equipment

Resources that already have a home:
- Artwork by schoolchildren - WIM
- Wandle Flowing Through Time exhibition books – local libraries
- MPCH Education pack (to be created) - MPCH
- Wandle Pollution leaflets - WT
- Piscators Angling guide (to be created) – Piscators
- Learning Equipment – NT, WT, MCOG
- Art installation (to be created) – Ram Heritage
- Wandle Watchers Brownie challenge badges – brownie packs